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DENMARK: LIVING W I N D ENERGY 

"[T]he living word" is ultimately ... the program for a type of politics that strongly 
favors both tolerance of ideological diversity and peaceful conflict resolution. 
Steven M. Borish ippi: 261 

Unlike other European countries that rapidly recovered from the war, Denmark only 
started to benefit from the favorable global economic climate at the end of the 1950s. 
The sudden jump toward prosperity began with the Danish Great Leap Forward (1958-
1962), a four-year period in which the national product at fixed prices increased by a 
total of 26 percent, a rate never before or since equaled (Borish 1991: 216). 

Before, several factors had slowed down the interrelated and mutually reinforcing 
processes of agricultural rationalization, urban industrialization, international trade, 
and state intervention. First, it was not until the 1960s that agricultural legislation 
allowed the amalgamation of farms. 

Secondly, Denmark had a tradition of medium-sized and small industrial and craft-
based enterprises, whose production had been traditionally oriented to the domestic 
market. In comparison with countries whose industrial sector was dominated by large 
(multinational) corporations, it took the Danish industry more effort to become 
integrated into the international trade system. 

Thirdly, the country was relatively slow in adopting the welfare state model. During 
the 1950s, the political battle was between two totally different societal models: the 
liberal society with a minor role of the state and the idea of the welfare society (cf. 
Fonsmark 1990: 206-215). The latter was strongly promoted by the social democrats, 
but eventually also other parties lost their skepticism on state planning. The consensus 
on the 'good nature' of state intervention resolved around the issue of growth. On the 
one hand, the Conservative Party and the liberal Venstre party agreed that some state 
regulation was needed to compensate for market failures and became interested in 
stimulating economic growth via public infrastructure investments. On the other hand, 
the Social Democratic Party believed that economic growth was necessary to finance 
the extension of the welfare system. 

After 1958, the above political and economical transformations led to fifteen years of 
high growth. In this period, the drop in the number of farms and the increasing 
mechanization of farming caused agricultural workers to move into urban areas. The 
state initiated extensive house-building and major construction projects to create 
housing for these farmers as well as for the 'baby boomers'. This new labor force was 
absorbed by the public sector and industry, which overtook agriculture as the most 
important source of export income. The country experienced a massive wave of indus
trialization, particularly in the construction and chemical industry, electronics and 
pharmaceutical industries as well as oil refineries and power stations. 
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The construction of large central power stations after the war had formed the basis 
for the establishment of two electricity networks (Rasmussen 1982: 226); one grid covers 
the Jutland and Funen area and runs synchronous with the European continental 
system, and the other supplies the industry and households in Sealand and Lolland-
Falster with electricity and runs synchronous with the Scandinavian grid. In the mid-
1950s, the regional power companies in each of the two areas divided by the Great Belt 
established the power pools Elsam and Kraftimport (since 1978 called Elkraft), respec
tively.1 These two associations became responsible for planning, design and construc
tion of new generating plants, load dispatching, fuel purchases, operation of the trans
mission grid, as well as international trade (DEF 1994b). In 1970 the Danish electricity 
consumption was generated by twelve power stations that primarily used oil.2 

3.1 Breaking the Environmental Silence 

There was little public debate in the 1960s about environmental deterioration. As 
such, the pre-phase in [the development of environmentalism in Denmark] can be 
characterized in terms of an increasing 'cognitive dissonance.' Andrew Jamison and 
Jeppe Lœssee, içço: 6y 

The generation that had experienced the depression of the 1930s, and the repression of 
the German occupation, saw the 'happy sixties' (de glade tressere) as the 'golden age' that 
they had hoped and striven for. As such, there was a 'benign collective neglect' of 
problems associated with Denmark's rapid modernization and international integra
tion. At the end of the decade, however, several groups began to point at the contradic
tion between material growth and social welfare. The industrially constructed blocks of 
flats, for instance, began to be criticized for their lack of refinement, which was believed 
to cause vandalism and social disintegration (Himmelstrup etal. 1992: 52-53). Pollution 
became a hot political issue in 1969.3 In the early 1970s, public debate focused on visible 
and tangible local pollution. Chemical and electric industries were depicted as the chief 
causes of local air pollution.4 

The government soon admitted that measures had to be taken, and institutionalized 
environmental concern. In 1971, the new social democratic government established a 
Ministry for Pollution Prevention {Ministerium for Forureningsbekœmpelse). This started 
to prepare a comprehensive legal package that was passed in June 1973 by the social 
democrats and the Conservative Party (Jamison and Lsessoe 1990: 78). It included a law 
to limit local sulfur pollution by power plants by placing restrictions on the sulfur 
content in oil. The strongly increased environmental protection activities of the state 
more or less forced the environmental movement to leave the basic pollution themes to 
the established political culture; i.e. the political parties, industrial organizations, and 
labor unions (ibid. 94-95). O PEC'S rise in oil prices was even more significant in "the 
epochal shift in the development of environmentalism from 1974 onwards," (ibid. 90), 
since it brought the energy issue to the center of interest. In particular, the fight against 
nuclear power pushed the political ecological debate into the background. 

From March 1969, this discussion was promoted by N O A H , a group of students at 
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the natural science faculty at the University of Copenhagen, which at that time was the 
center of the ongoing student revolt. By picking up the pollution debate they partici
pated in the struggle for a more democratic and modern university system. The social 
criticism of most students at the social and humanities faculties were inspired by 
Marxism. The NO AH activists were not grounded in social theory, and instead gradual
ly developed their criticism through protest actions and intensive debates. In NOAH'S 
'bible' - Nogle Oplysninger om denjord, Vi Sammer Leverpâ (Some Information about 
the Earth, on which We are Living Together) from November 1970 - common sense 
ideals are confronted with social reality, and the need for political activism is connected 
with popular social values, such as social responsibility, an active local democracy, 
tolerance towards minorities, and demands for equal rights among the sexes. Jamison 
and Lasssoe (1990: 85) conclude that, "In relation to Danish political culture, [NOAH'S 
ideological position] is ... more connected to the humanist and culture-radical tradi
tions than to the revolutionary new left." In the 1960s, this cultural radicalism5 took 
political expression in the form of the Socialist People's Party {Socialistik Folkeparti, SF) . 
This party was a crucial factor behind the relative strength of the alternative political 
culture in Denmark, and "established a 'third way' in the Danish left political spectrum 
between, and in opposition to, the social democrats and the pro-Soviet Communist 
Party." {ibid. 69) 

The Political Earthquake of 1973 

The youth revolt was one of the three political fields of strong tension that existed 
between 1968 and 1973. The two other domains that contributed were the welfare 
system with its growing tax burden and the European Community (EC) membership 
(cf. Fonsmark 1990: ch. 5). Successive socialist and liberal governments proved unable 
to cut down on public expenditure and reverse the deficit in the balance of payments.6 

In the early 1970s, both the social democrats and the conservative parties came to see 
membership in the EC as a solution to Denmark's economic problems. The important 
agricultural sector was particularly eager to follow the lead of Ireland and Great Britain 
- Denmark's main agricultural export market - and join the Common Market 
(Himmelstrup et al. 1992: 47-48). Opponents coalesced into the 'people's movement 
against the EC,' which covered the entire political spectrum. The movement feared 
increasing political and economic concentration and the segmentation of the capitalis
tic system. But, perhaps most important, the opponents were afraid "to relinquish 
Danish cultural identity, to give up the social welfare democracy, the Nordic legal 
tradition and the Grundtvigian notion offolkelighed." (Fonsmark 1990: 323)7 Rather 
than fostering a narrow nationalism, "Folkelighed... must be seen as promoting ... a 
means of defending a small country such as Denmark from being culturally crushed by 
more powerful nations." (Lawson 1992:118) In short, the youth revolt, the anti-EC 
struggle, the growing deficit in the balance of payments, the increase in state expendi
tures and the corresponding tax burden, all helped to undermine confidence in the 
established political culture and to revitalize and renew alternative political cultures. 
Political and economical stability was further undermined by the oil embargo. 
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This all helps to explain the dissolution of voters' loyalty that was expressed in the 
outcome of the election of December 4,1973. This 'landslide election' (jordskredsvalg) 

was a disaster for all the parties represented in the previous parliament. The 'four old 
parties' - the Social Democratic Party, the Radikale Venstre, the Conservative Party, 
and Venstre - and the Socialist People's Party, which had established Danish welfare 
democracy, now lost support to five new political streams. The Kristeligt Folkeparti 

(Christian People's Party) was a reaction to free abortion and pornography, and won 
seven mandates. The Centrumdemokraterne had splintered off from the Social Demo
cratic Party and stood for an ideological attack on the youth revolt and the rising 
'alternative political culture' - both the new left, the culture radicals, and anyone else 
who wanted to change traditional values (Jamison and Laessoe 1990: 92). The estab
lished political culture (represented by the four old parties) was relatively tolerant 
toward the three left parties: Denmark's Communist Party (DKP) , Social People's 
Party, and the Left-Wing Socialist Party (Venstre Socialister). In contrast, "The Progress 
Party's ideological stance was not considered as truly folkelig, at least not in the sense 
that people would characterize it as a grassroot movement." (Fonsmark 1990: 340) With 
its demand for lower taxes and cuts in government expenditure, the just founded 
radical right-wing Progress Party (Fremskridtspartiet) won no less than 28 seats of the 
179 seats in the Danish parliament (Folketingei)} 

The entrance of five new political parties caused a further diversification of the 
political spectrum, and a corresponding ideologically more refined distribution of 
mandates. The resulting dispersion of political power caused a break with the parlia
mentary tradition of mostly majority governments (Christensen and Christiansen 1992: 
40-43). Ever since the so-called 'voters' revolt' (vœlgeropwret) of 1973, all Danish 
governments have been minority governments,9 which had to survive by making 
agreements with other parties within the Folketing. This frequently forced a socialist or 
conservative government to look for support from parties on the other side of the 
political fence, and made it possible for small parties to play a more than only marginal 
role. Especially the party that is sitting on this fence, the Radikale Venstre,10 represents a 
crucial swing party, which has often been able to tip the scales in parliamentary deci
sions (Jamison and Ljess0e 1990: 68). 

3.1.2 The Nuclear Power Issue 

NOAH had shaped visions and hopes for many people about a society that was less 
polluted and resource demanding and more decentralized, democratic and open. 
'Small is beautiful' was the slogan that the economist E. E Schumacher had coined in 
1973, and as opposed to it, the plans of the Danish electricity companies in 1974 to 
build centralized, life-threatening, mammoth nuclear plants was seen as a provocation 
that could not go unanswered. T. W. Nielsen (OOA pioneer), 1Ç84:4 

Atomkraft? Nej tak! 

Vi kan sige nej tak - uden at komme til at mangle noget. OOA slogans11 
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OPEC'S production strategy tripled oil prices within a year. The supply crisis led to 
myriad events. First, the Ministry of Trade {Handelsministeriet, H M ) charged the 
electric utilities to reduce electricity consumption with respect to 1972 by 10 percent. 
Helped by an effective information campaign and economizing consumers, the utilities 
succeeded on a 'voluntary basis.' (DEF i973-i974a: 5)12 Secondly, guided by the changed 
price-relationship between oil and coal, and helped by the fuel flexibility of its plants, 
the Danish power sector reacted by reducing the use of oil to about 40 percent in two 
years.13 Besides these short-term policies that were aimed at a direct reduction of 
Denmark's dependence on oil, the utilities announced that they wanted to make 
extensive use of nuclear power in the near future. The Association of Danish Electric 
Utilities {Danske Elvœrkers Forening, DEF) held that, within the electricity production 
sector, "nuclear power was the only realistic alternative to fossil fuel," and emphasized 
that its use was in line with the goals of "supply security and the wish to produce 
electricity at a reasonable price." (DEF 1974-19753: 2) 

Already for a couple of years, Elsam had been looking for favorable sites (DEF 1971-
1974a). Being aware of the nuclear debate abroad, the Jutland company had been 
waiting for the right time to make their plans public. Ironically, the oil embargo was 
just what Elsam needed, and already at the end of 1973 the Jutland company published 
a list often potential sites for nuclear plants. The day after, a small group of students, 
guided by the student priest, Jens Brondum,'4 N O A H , and the folk high schools 
founded the Organization for Information about Nuclear Power {Organizationen til 
Oplysningom Atomkraft, OOA). Both the extensive discussions about growth, ecology, 
and decentralization that had been inspired by NOAH in the previous years, as well as 
OOA'S strict neutrality in relation to political parties, enabled the anti-nuclear move
ment to grow very quickly (Jamison and Lsess0e 1990: 91-92, 97).'5 

OOA was an integral part of the alternative political culture, but dissociated itself 
from the neo-Marxist pole ofthat culture, OOA took over NOAH'S populist dialogue, 
but "reversed the positions of aim and means present in NOAH'S vision." {ibid. 97) 
NOAH carried out a broad public information effort to raise environmental conscious
ness and to attack established values for ideological reasons. In contrast, OOA just 
wanted to prevent nuclear power and used information as a campaign instrument. As a 
result, the anti-nuclear organization did not insist on a direct cessation of nuclear 
power, but instead demanded a moratorium for three years in order to have a public 
debate about nuclear energy. Its efforts led the Ministry of Trade in 1974 to set up an 
Energy Information Committee {Energioplysningsudvalg), which was intended to carry 
out "a broad information effort, with the aim to orient people about the energy policy 
problems, which the Danish society will confront in the coming years." (HM 1976: 8) 

> The People's Democracy 

In May 1976, when the information campaign was already going for a year and a half, 
the Ministry of Trade finally came up with a national energy plan (HM-plan) that 
stressed the need to reduce Denmark's oil dependency by saving energy and by speed
ing up "the development and use of other energy sources than imported oil." (HM 
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1976: 7) In the short-term, this implied a fuel shift from oil to coal that had already 
taken place in practice. With respect to long-term planning, the Social Democratic 
government took over the utilities' proposal concerning nuclear power. It was assumed 
that, in the future, old plants would exclusively be replaced by nuclear plants, which 
implied that, in 1995, almost two-third of the electricity production would be based on 
nuclear power.16 Close to 4 percent of the total production in that year was reserved for 
renewable energy sources, in particular wind energy produced by large wind turbines 
{ibid. 39, 51). 

The public, OOA, and the parliamentary Energy Policy Committee (EPC) , all 
criticized the Ministry of Trade for coming up with only one energy scenario. The EPC 
asked the Minister to work out an alternative energy plan without the use of nuclear 
power. On July 13, 1976, Per Hatkkerup answered that there was no need for such a 
plan (cf. Blegaa et ai: 7). This led to reactions within and outside the parliament. 
Within the Folketingthe Left-Wing Socialist Party (Venstre Socialister, vs) responded 
by proposing a package of four bills to foster an alternative energy policy. This left-wing 
party aimed at an electricity supply system without atomic power, to safeguard Den
mark's "independence from the multinational concentration of capital."'7 This goal 
was thought to be achieved by energy savings, self-supply, and by spreading the neces
sary fuel import among several suppliers. The four bills were meant as a "concretization 
and a way to speed up some parts of the government's energy plan," and were, among 
other things, concerned with the development of wind power, vs argued that - except 
for the really big turbines - the technology was already developed. The neo-Marxist 
party was in favor of a forced development that would cause wind turbines to produce 
no less than 14 percent of the Danish electricity consumption by 1980. 

The Ministry of Trade's unwillingness to work out a nuclear-free energy scenario 
also inspired a group of eight engaged scientists to put together an alternative energy 
plan (AE-plan).'8 Within a month the alternative plan was a fact, and in October it was 
published with the support of both OOA, and the Organization for Renewable Energy 
{Organizationen for Vedvarende Energi, OWE), which concentrated on the development 
of practical alternatives to nuclear power. In contrast to the government, which 
espoused that nuclear power was "commercially available" (HM-plan 1976: 32), and its 
"security problems could be solved with reasonable certainty before the end of the 
century," {ibid. 16) the authors of the counter plan questioned the economics of atomic 
power plants, and emphasized "the long range of unsolved problems connected with 
the storage of radioactive waste, military protection of nuclear plants and waste trans
ports, the misuse of radioactive material, ... etcetera." (Blegaa et al. 1976: 8) 

The scientists mentioned that the principal choice was between the use of uranium 
and thorium in fast breeder reactors, and the use of solar energy; between the 'pluto
nium society,' in which democratic rights would be challenged, and the 'solar society,' 
in which decentralized energy systems would keep the future open to human interven
tion {ibid. 112-114). Nevertheless, the ideology behind the alternative was de-empha
sized. Not because it was unimportant but because it was not relevant in reaching the 
interim goal they had set: namely, to broaden the information basis for making parlia
mentary decisions. By presenting their ideas in an accommodating manner, the 
researchers ensured that the results of their analysis were both connected to the domi-
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nam value of supply reliability within the electricity industry, as well as the main 
contemporary political issues such as unemployment and foreign exchange problems. 

To facilitate a direct comparison between the AE-plan and the HM-plan, the alterna
tive plan took over both the assumptions made in the HM-plan, e.g. about economic 
growth, as well as the primary aim of the governmental energy policy to reduce oil 
dependency. On the supply-side, no nuclear power was used. In return, the AE-plan 
aimed at a stronger development of both decentralized cogeneration plants running on 
natural gas, and renewable energy sources. Gathered in fifteen parks, fifteen hundred 
1.25-megawatt wind turbines were envisioned, which would cover 12 percent of electric
ity production in 1995 {ibid. 55). On the demand-side, a continuous strong effort to 
save energy was proposed.19 The scientists argued that, with respect to the HM-plan, 
their plan would lead to "a more robust and secure energy system, fewer limitations on 
physical planning, higher savings of foreign currency, and more Danish jobs." (ibid. 24) 

Both the vs law proposals and the AE-plan served as input for the November 
debates in the Folketing about the energy plan of the Ministry of Trade. The Social 
Democratic Party, RV, and s F were sympathetic to the vs plan but did not fancy the 
forced development that the left-wing socialists strove for. The researchers' alternative 
energy plan basically contained the same elements, but was taken more seriously 
because it was inclusive, and proposed change at a lower pace. Moreover, the alterna
tive depicted by these 'limits-to-growth' avant-gardists was adaptive to both the 
growth ideology of the social democrats and the zero or selective-growth ideology of 
Rv and SF. The growing popularity and political influence of the anti-nuclear move
ment, combined with the range of new energy policy options that had entered into 
the energy debate through the comprehensive AE-plan, caused the postponement of 
the nuclear plans for one year. 

1 The ATV Wind Energy Committee 

During the same November debates, M PS discussed the state of the art of wind turbine 
technology, and the share and implementation speed of wind power within the electric
ity system. A large majority, that crossed the left-right divide within the parliament, 
found that wind power was a good idea but emphasized that first the technology had to 
be developed. As a result of the debate, the liberal Venstre, the social liberal Radikale 
Venstre, the Social Democratic Party, and the Socialist People's Party, all gave their 
support to the joint Wind Power Program (wpp) of the Ministry of Trade and the 
utilities. The W P P was mainly based on the work during the previous years of the Wind 
Energy Committee (WEC), which was set up in October 1974 by the Danish Academy 
of Technical Sciences (ATV), under the umbrella of technology transfer from the 
universities to the industry. Inspired by the report for the Club of Rome, ATV President 
Niels I. Meyer, had taken this initiative in order to interest the government, the 
utilities, and the industry in wind energy.20 Considering Denmark's rich tradition in 
wind energy, the formation of a study group seemed a natural thing to do.2' In May 
1975, the carefully selected committee members22 concluded that "effective research and 
development work" can make it "possible to establish electricity and heat producing 
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wind power plants profitably on places where the wind is strong." (ATV 1975: 4) Against 
this background, a 'new' WEC was formed to formulate concrete R&D projects, and to 
establish contacts with wind energy researchers abroad (ATV 1976: 3). 

In January 1976, the ATV Wind Energy Committee had completed its second report, 
an action program (ATV 1976). In line with the conclusions of the first ATV-study, the 
program concentrated on two categories of wind power plants: large grid-connected 
utility wind turbines (rotor diameter larger than 30 m), and small turbines (rotor 
diameter smaller than 15 m) for heat production. The Danish program was clearly 
inspired by the Federal Wind Energy Program in America.13 As in the American 
program, about 80 percent of the budget would be spent on the development of large 
wind power plants. Half of this money would be used to construct three demonstration 
machines. The terminology, planning schemes, and R&D strategy of the Danish 
program were also copied. Just like their American colleagues, the Danes talked about 
so-called 'o-series' turbines, whose design would be based on "well-known calculation 
methods and familiar technology." {ibid. 34) After three years of studying and testing, 
another demonstration series ('i-series') would be set up. This time, the optimal size 
and construction would be in accordance with the projected studies {ibid. 22). 

According to the W E C , part of the results from these studies would be directly 
applicable for small plants. But because it was anticipated that small wind turbines 
would be used for producing heat instead of electricity, some special projects for small 
plants were defined {ibid. 35). Moreover, it was suggested that a test station for testing 
both in and outside constructions be constructed.24 The Folketing largely accepted the 
proposed R&D program, and authorized the Ministry of Trade to start the Wind Power 
Program in 1977. The utilities had no great esteem for wind energy, and reluctantly 
cooperated in the program. They wanted a hand on the wheel,25 and realized "that in 
Denmark's difficult energy circumstances, no energy contributions [could] be 
rejected." (DEF 1978a: 5) 

3.2.2 Grassroots Act iv i ty and Amateur i sm 

Besides the activity of the ATV Wind Energy Commission, a lot more action was going 
on in the field of wind energy. The do-it-yourself activities of Christian Riisager can 
serve as a good starting point (cf. Petersen et al. 1993: 13-15). Riisager was a carpenter, 
and during his training in the mid-i940s, building windmills happened to be a part of 
his apprenticeship. In the early 1970s, he started to build a water mill for fun. In 1972, 
he took his next step, and built a windmill in his backyard that delivered both direct 
current and hot water. By using both Vogt's and Juul's research, Riisager constructed a 
new windmill with stall regulated blades. The rotor drove an asynchronous motor that 
worked like an AC generator. This meant that by using a simple and inexpensive 
generator it became possible to maintain the proper grid frequency. 

First in 1975, the wind turbine was connected without permission to the public grid. 
A bit nervous about the result, Riisager checked with the neighbors whether they had 
problems with electricity. They obviously had none, and so Riisager went to his local 
electricity company in Herning, and asked for a permit to run his mill. But, since the 
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utilities had not anticipated that a ptivate person would come up with a way of deliver
ing electricity to the public grid, regulations were nonexistent. Riisager was invited to 
several meetings to establish technical requirements. Permission, however, only came 
after an inquiry from the company's management. At the time, the electric utilities 
started to get a common interest in working out rules for grid-connected wind turbines. 
Still, the problem was not very urgent, as only a few folk high schools had installed 
wind turbines that could be connected to the grid. 

In the same year that Riisager put the plug of his windmill into the socket, a sub
group within OOA decided to establish the Organization for Renewable Energy (OVE). 
They believed that it was not sufficient to rely on public research and energy policy. 
Instead, they held that people themselves should get involved in the development of 
alternatives to nuclear power. Together with a couple of progressive folk high schools, 
and OOA, OVE wanted to stimulate this process, and set up a network of Energy Offices 
(Energikontor), for the dissemination of information and advice about how to use 
renewable energy systems, OVE also enabled amateurs and professionals who were 
engaged in the construction of wind turbines, to meet each other and discuss ideas and 
experiences. In particular, the Wind Meetings [Vind-Trœfi — which OVE organized up 
to four times a year — were of central importance for the exchange and production of 
technological knowledge (cf. Jorgensen and Karnoe 1992: 9). 

>.3 TheTvindmill 

Let a hundred windmills flourish. Tvind Hojskole, içjo 

Energien den koster mange penge 

Svineriet det oges dag for dag 

Ned i lommen pâ de store oliedrenge 

Noget vil vi til at gere ved den sag. Tvind Hejskole, 1976 

This practical approach represented another form of argumentation within the 
antinuclear struggle. In contrast to the intellectual argumentation of OOA, and N O A H , 
the so-called 'ecological practitioners' created counter images, and emotional symbols of 
alternative visions. The most prominent example was at the Tvind folk high school in 
Jutland, where, in the Spring of 1975, construction began on a 53 m high, 2 MW wind 
turbine. The recent oil price hike, that had drastically increased the costs of warming up 
the school buildings, had triggered this tremendous effort. As illustrated by their 
'Windmill Song,' the Maoist folk high school put this event into a political perspective. 
The first strophe went like this (Tvind 1976):26 

Energy costs a lot of money 

This dirty business gets worse day by day 

Down in the pockets of the big oil boys 

We will do something about that. 
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The teachers at the Tvind schools were sure Denmark would get nuclear power plants. 
To escape both the economic stranglehold of the oil monopolists, as well as the 
undemocratic centralization policy of the utilities, they decided to build a wind turbine. 
This was seen as a direct and practical way of changing the centralization tendency 
within society. "The power of the people {de folkelige krœfier) would be the main power 
within this development." (Tvind 1976) 

The idea of cooperating in this huge project appealed to the imagination of many 
(folk-high-school) people, and volunteers from all over Denmark (and even Holland) 
helped to build the so-called Tvindmill. Besides lay people, several engineers were glad 
to join this technologically challenging large-scale grassroots experiment, and willingly 
accepted the invitation to design the basic components, the blades, and the electrical 
system.27 In this way, Tvind became both a place of pilgrimage for ecological practi
tioners who wanted to study its impressive wind turbine, as well as a common experi
ence for experts and practical-minded activists. And, although the utilities as well as the 
government considered the leftist-oriented Tvind people as "a bunch of freaks", the 
project gained "great sympathy within the Danish population," and "won the respect 
of many professionals."28 

3.2.4 D E F ' S P r o v i s i o n a l 1 9 7 6 - G u i d e l i n e s 2 9 

Herning's power station supplies wind power. Herning Folkeblad, March 25, 1Ç76 

Meanwhile, the publicity that his private windmill had attracted had stimulated 
Riisager to take his chances and move into the wind turbine business. He constructed 
two 30-kilowatt prototypes. One of the test turbines was put up at the place of the 
journalist Torgny Moller, an advocate for wind power, who expressed his point of views 
in a column in the national newspaper Information (Petersen et al. 1993: 14).3° Hunted 
by the press, and forced by the "growing private interest in wind energy," that con
fronted their members, the Association of Danish Electric Utilities (DEF) asked the 
Price and Tariff Committee to come up with definite rules for connecting wind 
turbines to the electricity grid (DEF 1976b). In August 1976, DEF published its provi
sional guidelines, and recommended its members "to support the private initiatives to 
promote wind power," and "to buy the surplus electricity production for the costs 
avoided by the utilities." (Hansen 1993: 7) Despite this official policy, however, most 
wind turbine owners did not get paid for the electricity they delivered to the grid. 

3.2.5 Dv a n d FDV 

Dissatisfaction with this situation and the technological state of affairs eventually 
incited hobbyist and windmill owners - like Torgny Moller, Flemming Tranes and 
others who had got to know each other during the previous Wind Meetings - to form a 
pressure group. In May 1978 they established the Association of Danish Wind Turbine 
Owners {Danmarks Vindmolleforening- Danske Vindkrafivarker, DV). These, primarily 
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idealistic, but also critical buyers created a small market of some hundred turbines, 
which made it possible for a small wind turbine (component) industry to come into 
existence (j0rgensen and Karnoe 1995: 67). About ten small firms tried their luck in the 
wind energy business, and in 1978 formed their own trading group: the Association of 
Danish Wind Turbine Manufacturers {Foreningen afDanske Vindmolle fabrikanter, 

FDV), basically to promote their interests within the Folketing. 

The early turbines did not perform as hoped and incidents involving runaways, 
damaged gearboxes, burned generators and lost blades were numerous. These troubled 
both the entrepreneurs as well as the windmill owners and, at a Wind Meeting in 1978, 
they reached the conclusion that a 'safe' wind turbine needed to have a double brake 
system (Kamee 1993: 79). Paul Gipe (1995: 59), one of America's leading wind energy 
experts, maintains that the requirement for a fail-safe, redundant braking system 
"probably did more than any other [provision] to further Danish wind technology, 
because it attempted to ensure the survival of the wind turbine when something went 
wrong." 

3.3 The Wind Turbine Export 

Until that moment, Danish MPS seemed indifferent about the private development of 
renewable energy sources. But appearances are deceptive. Since the end of 1977, the 
Radikale Venstre had made one of its famous political masterstrokes that would have a 
great influence on the development of the market for wind turbines. Starting in August 
1977, the social democrats - who formed a minority government - entered into negoti
ations with the Conservative People's Party, Venstre, and the RV to work out an 
employment plan. As part of the so-called second August compromise {augustforliget 

II), RV managed to get support for an investment subsidy on renewable energy technol
ogy.31 The agreement compelled the Minister of Housing to draw up a market subsidy 
law. The Ministry of Trade was to decide about the right moment in the development 
of the alternative technologies to introduce the subsidy program. 

5.3.1 The Renewable Energy Investment Subsidy 

In the Spring of 1979, the Ministry of Trade told their colleagues at the Department of 
Housing, "Please go ahead, now it is o. K. for wind and solar." The bill was discussed 
in the Folketing m June 1979. During the debates, the Minister of Housing, Erling 
Olsen, clarified that the 30 percent subsidy was "not meant to support the basic 
development work ... [nor] pioneers," but about "creating production opportunities for 
the Danish industry, in such a way that series production could be achieved".32 

At the time, the situation with balance of payments was almost intolerable, and, to 
ensure that government money would be well spent, it was decided that a type approval 
was obligatory to qualify for the subsidy.33 Except for the ultra-right Progress Party, all 
parties agreed with the renewable energy subsidy. Even the Conservative Party accepted 
the proposal. Its commitment to the August compromise forced the KF to keep silent 
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about its antipathy toward wind energy. The strong increase in world oil prices in the 

first few months of the year made it easy for the conservatives to hide their real motives, 

and, like the utilities, they argued that, in this situation, it was wise " to use as many 

energy sources as possible."34 

3.3.2 DEF'S Provisional 1979-Rules 

T h e market subsidy law came into force in the au tumn of 1979.35 Meanwhile, the joint 

complaints of D V and F D V about the utilities' negative atti tude had found response 

within some of the smaller political parties. In particular, D R , RV, S F and v s regretted 

the fact that most electricity companies refused to comply with the rules set by D E F in 

1976, and asked the Minister of Trade, Arne Christiansen, whether " the state should 

not interfere with a law."36 They criticized the utilities for discouraging so-called 

cooperatives (fiellesskaber, or more specific vindmollelaugene) in setting up wind turbines 

for electricity production.3 7 

Rushed by Christiansen, and watched by the Energy Agency (energistyrelsen), the 

utilities' umbrella organization established a fast-working committee to revise the old 

regulations, and, by the end of the year, new rules were published that applied to both 

individual as well as cooperatively owned wind turbines (fizllesmoller). D E F accepted the 

private initiatives " b y w a y of experiment," and settled an 'experimental period' of three 

years ( D E F 1979a: 6) As a result, from 1980 onwards the vast majority of wind turbines 

sold in Denmark were bought by small local cooperatives (typically consisting of some 

ten to thirty families). There was widespread political support, which was regarded as 

folkelig, in that it was connected to community-based self-reliance, and to the ideal of 

social cooperation. It was seen as coming from the people, and (thus) as being beneficial 

to the people. 

3.3.3 Energiplan 8138 

T h e adverse effect of the second oil crisis on the balance of payments again pu t the 

energy issue at the top of the political agenda, and incited the new Social Democratic 

government in the Au tumn of 1979 to set up a separate department to deal with energy-

related matters. T h e Ministry of Energy {Energiministeriet, E M ) was given the task of 

preparing a new national energy plan since the decision of the Folketing in May 1979 to 

introduce natural gas in Denmark from 1984 onwards and the repeated pos tponement 

of a governmental decision around nuclear power39 had rendered the 1976 H M-plan a 

useless document . In contrast, the AE-plan gained political relevance at the end of the 

decade,4 0 as it became central to O O A ' S campaign, 'Make Plans Wi thou t Nuclear 

Power' (Planlag Uden Atomkraft), which received massive support.41 T h e draftsmen of 

the AE-plan became indirectly involved in the preparations of the new policy docu

ment, as they were asked to comment on preliminary versions of the plan.42 At the end 

of 1981, the final version was presented ( E M 1981). 

T h e so-called Energy Plan 81 (Energiplan 81, EM-plan) contained "all kinds of 
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measures and proposals from the AE-plan from 1976."43 First, two long-term energy 
scenarios - one with and one without nuclear - were presented. Second, where the H M -
plan aimed at a temporary curtailment of the increase in energy consumption, the E M -
plan emphasized the need for permanent energy savings, and contained the explicit goal 
of reducing the coherence between increasing energy consumption and national 
economic growth (IRP 1993: 18).44 Third, the plan wanted "a maximum development 
with decentralized cogeneration plants," and "a stronger accent on renewable energy 
sources." (EM 1981: 8) 

With respect to wind energy, the government aimed at "60,000 small wind tur
bines," which would cover about 8.5 percent of electricity consumption in 2000 (ibid. 

166-167). The use of large electricity producing wind turbines was regarded as an 
'alternative' to the small wind turbine development. In several ways, the new target 
represented a major shift within the government's perspective on wind energy. First, 
small turbines were originally defined as heat producing machines, now wind machines 
of all sizes were seen as electricity generating plants, and small turbines were presented 
as the most important option. Connected to this, there was a change from a policy 
related to R&D funding directed to the development of utility wind turbines, to a policy 
of market and export stimulation devoted to the development of a wind turbine 
industry. In more abstract terms, this shift implied a change from an energy-technology 
development perspective to a strategy that tried to create a symbiotic relationship 
between energy and industrial policy. Third, and almost needless to say, this policy 
change indicated that the two instruments that were most relevant in creating a new 
industry - the investment subsidy that stemmed from an employment policy and the 
establishment of the Test Station for Small Wind Turbines at Ris0 - became institu
tionalized within Denmark's energy policy. Fourth, the shift exemplified that the 
concept of decentralized energy production systems was in fashion again. Finally, it 
represented an official recognition of the steady development the wind turbine technol
ogy, market and industry had undergone during the past few years. 

3-4 The Test Station's Central Role 

It is not a matter of building the best turbine technology, instead it is more important 
to develop an industry. Helge Petersen (First head of the Test Station), ip88 

As illustrated by the above judgement, the people that worked at the Test Station for 
Smaller Wind Turbines identified themselves more with the wind turbine industry 
than with the research community. There were at least three obvious reasons for this 
(cf. Dannemand Andersen 1993: 205-207). First, the five people who started the Test 
Station at the atomic research institute at Riso in 1978 shared a strong interest in and 
commitment to wind energy. Moreover, three of them - young engineers from the 
Technical University - were members of OVE, and adhered the goal ofthat organiza
tion: "to introduce wind power in Denmark, and ... also to avoid nuclear power." (ibid. 

205) Related to this, the meaning of wind turbines as a symbol of protest against atomic 
power provoked other members within the Riso research community to perceive the 
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Test Station as a counterculture.45 Finally, the fact that the Test Station was financed 
on the basis of a short-term contract of three years, and was ultimately dependent on 
the results of the industry, both stimulated and required a market oriented attitude to 
justify its institutional existence. 

The first tasks of the Test Station were to test small wind turbines in- and outside 
Ris0, and to be a consultant for the manufacturers (DEA 1979: 91-92). Initially, the 
wind industry and Ris0 cooperated on a voluntary basis. This changed fundamentally 
in 1979, when the above tasks came to include the new approval procedure for commer
cial wind turbines. This forced companies to interact with the Riso Test Station, and 
made it become "the common test, consultancy, and R&D department for the whole 
industry." (Jorgensen and Karnoe 1995: 67) Acknowledging the lack of a proven and 
reliable scientific knowledge base, the Test Station made use of normal engineering 
sense and applied aero- and structural dynamics for testing, interpreting measurements, 
and developing a proper licensing procedure (see Karn0e 1993: 79-82). In the first years, 
the approval focused on the reliability of the wind turbine, and was based on on-site 
inspection of components and a talk with the designer of the system. This focus related 
to the staffs sensibility to the negative publicity about wind energy. Like one of the 
early engineers at Rise aptly formulated "It was not only the wind turbines that we tried 
to save, but it was the whole wind turbine development, and the image wind turbines 
had." (quoted in Dannemand Andersen 1993: 205) 

In this period, several product types were tested, ranging from Darrieus and gyro 
mills over multivanes (so-called windroses) to propeller types. From all these attempts 
one particular concept emerged: "the horizontal axis wind turbines, equipped with a 
three-bladed upwind [stall-controlled] rotor, a grid-connected induction generator, and 
an active yawing system." (Madsen, Rasmussen, and Madsen 1990:15) Although the 
approval system most likely speeded up the selection process, Rise did not select the so-
called 'Danish design.' Instead, the selection was made in the emerging market (Karnee 
1993: 82). Around 1979, the three firms - Bonus, Nordtank, and Vestas - that would 
dominate the Danish wind industry in the 1980s entered the market, and went for the 
Juul/Riisager design. This design was chosen for its simplicity, the availability of some 
crucial standard components (i.e. blades, electronic control system, gear, and gener
ator), and because there were already some operating on the market - in particular the 
fifty 30 kilowatt turbines that the pioneer Riisager had produced between 1976 and 1978 
{ibid.) 

After some failed experiments with a vertical-axis Darrieus wind turbine, the biggest 
firm, Vestas, started in 1978 to cooperate with the smith, Herborg, who was the first 
pioneer to use a three-blade upwind rotor with two generators and an active yawing 
system (Karn0e 1991: 195). The two other companies started on their own, and bought 
components on the market to 'piece together' wind turbines about 10 m in diameter, 
which powered 30-kW generators. Nordtank originally produced oil and water tanks 
for vehicle tankers, but due to stagnating markets decided in 1979 to diversify into the 
wind energy field, and manufactured its first wind turbine in 1980 (Nordtank Energy 
Group 1995: 13). Bonus stemmed from a company that produced irrigation systems, 
and started to build wind turbines both due to bad market conditions, and out of 
sympathy for wind energy (Karnee 1991: 195). Lacking any specialized knowledge on 
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wind technology or aerodynamics and standard components, these new firms concen
trated on the kind of work they were used to doing, and were good at; namely, design
ing constructions that are strong enough to last for many years in operation (cf. Karnoe 
1993: 78). 

The Cedser Wind Turbine 

Only now I know how wind turbines should not be constructed. Johannes Juul 

(Designer of the Gedser wind turbine), 1962 

The technological concept that evolved in the realm of the small wind turbine industry 
was also at the center of the Danish Wind Power Program for the development of large-
scale turbines. Both had their roots in the 1950s experiments of Johannes Juul (1961). 
Ever since 1904, when he had completed the course for rural electricians at Askov 
Hojskole under Poul la Cour, Juul had desired to get involved with wind turbines again 
(cf. Petersen et al. 1993: 11). At the age of sixty, his long-life employer — the power 
company SEAS - made his dream come true. 

After the Second World War, SEAS took over the power supply on the island Bog0, 
and introduced an AC supply system, which made the local DC power stations superflu
ous. Among these stations was a F. L. Smidth propeller-type wind turbine that Bogo 
had bought during the occupation to make up for the cutting off of oil supplies, SEAS 
was interested in wind energy as "a supplement to the expensive foreign fuel," (SEAS 
1987: 71) and offered Juul the opportunity to experiment with the turbine. Somewhat 
later, SEAS authorized Juul's proposal for a research program that aimed "to construct 
an Ac wind turbine that could directly deliver electricity to the power grid." (ibid. 72) 
This enabled Juul to build his first experimental wind turbine: a two-blade downwind 
rotor of 8 meter in diameter, and an asynchronous 10-kW generator. After a few simple 
experiments, he found a fatigue-resistant rotor design: a three-blade, stall regulated 
upwind rotor, with movable blade tips as airbrakes, mounted on the hub by a system of 
stays and struts. 

In the 1950s Juul's experiments became part of an international program. The year 
before, it had been clearly stated at the International Electricity Meeting in Lake 
Success in the United States, that the known fuel deposits were rather limited, and that 
especially Western Europe would run into serious problems in the long term. In the 
light of this conclusion, the OEEC (Organization for European Economic Cooperation) 
established a working group on wind energy. Denmark was asked to participate. The 
Ministry of Public Affairs (Ministeriet for offentlige arbedjer) asked DEF to set up a 
committee that could represent Denmark (Petersen et al. 1993: 11). Hence, the Wind 
Power Committee (Vindkraftudvalget) was set up in 1950 to "explore the feasibility of 
utilizing wind power for making the national electricity supply less dependent on fuel 
imports" (DEF 1973b: 20) and "to study the possibilities of using the construction of 
wind power plants as a way to relieve unemployment." {ibid. 2) 

A year later, Juul reconstructed the old F. L. Smidth Aeromotor with a new model 
rotor of 13 meter in diameter, and a larger 45-kW AC generator, to test both the 
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upscaling of the design, and the switching on of the tutbine to SEAS'S high-voltage gtid 
(Karnee 1991: 168). With two satisfying experimental turbines in operation and produc
ing data, the Wind Power Committee decided to proceed with a design that would be 
representative for a modern, electricity producing power plant. The Ministry of Public 
Affairs agreed, and, with the help of a Marshall loan, the development and construction 
of the 200-kW Gedser wind turbine was financed. On July 26, 1957 the now famous 
turbine, nicknamed Oliemollen (oil mill), was inaugurated. 

On this occasion, DEF president, Robert Henriksen, noted that the peaceful use of 
atomic energy in nuclear plants had come to the fore in Europe.46 He argued that, with 
respect to the rapid development that took place within this field, it was "justified to 
ask whether the time of interest for the use of wind power has not passed." (Thorndal 
1993: 11) Still, Juul's R&D program continued for five years. The Wind Power Commit
tee valued the technology of the Gedser turbine, and stated that "if the industry would 
be interested ... it [could] be used as a model for a more industrial produced wind 
turbine." (DEF 1973b: 6) Nevertheless, the committee decided to stop the research 
effort because "Under the current price conditions wind power will not be able to be 
competitive with steam power." {ibid. 21). Juul disagreed, and found it unfair to 
compare the mature steam-engine technology with a prototype-phase technology like 
wind turbines, of which he had just found out how not to construct them.47 

3.3.6 The Danish Wind Power Program 

The utility involvement in the Wind Power Program right from the beginning was 
founded on the expectation that the utilities would most likely be the owners and 
operators of future large-scale wind turbines connected to the Danish electricity grid 
system. Henning Grastrup (Elsam Power Station Engineering), and PoulNielsen 

(DEFU), içço: 24 

Although the program had stopped, the Gedser turbine stayed in operation until a gear 
wheel broke in 1967. In view of the low oil prices in these years, SEAS decided to 
dismantle it. Ten years later, the old machine was refurbished and put to the test as 
part of the new Wind Power Program, in order "to reconnect to the past and study the 
basic concept of the Gedser wind turbine." (Grastrup and Nielsen 1990: 25).48 No less 
attention was given, however, 'to connect to the future,' and by the Spring of 1977 
a Danish delegation visited the United States - the place where the future was being 
shaped. The objectives of the study-trip were fourfold: to keep informed about 
America's future research plans, to maintain and extend the contact between the two 
national wind power programs, and to discuss the Danish-American cooperation with 
respect to the measuremenr program of the Gedser turbine (Grastrup et al. 1977: i). 
The main practical aim of the journey, however, was "to buy a ready-made rotor, 
or otherwise to buy a calculation method to construct a Danish rotor." {ibid.) 

With respect to this latter aim, the commission returned empty-handed because the 
American firms (for example, Hamilton-Standard) were not interested in just export
ing technological know-how. Moreover, the glass fiber reinforced polyester (GRP) 
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blades these firms gladly exported, turned out to be too expensive {ibid. 22). 
This threw the Danes upon their own technological resources, which meant that 

Rise took over the development of the blades. Also, with respect to other design 
features, the Americans provided little insight. The Danish delegation became some
what surprised about the fact that - in contrast to a visit the year before - the American 
researchers had become far less sure about the construction costs, the ideal size of wind 
power plants, and especially about whether the rotor should have three or two blades. 
{ibid. 37) With little guidance from the American experience, and without the test 
results from the Gedser turbine, it was decided in 1977 to build two horizontal axis 630-
kW wind turbines, equipped with a three-bladed upwind rotor of 40 m in diameter at 
Nibe in northern Jutland (see Grastrup and Nielsen: 25-26). Because of limited finan
cial resources, a hybrid structure of the rotor blades was chosen, comprising both steel 
and GRP.49 The main difference between the two machines was related to the system 
output control: Nibe A had a stall-controlled rotor, and Nibe B had blade pitch 
control. The first grid connection of Nibe A took place in September 1979, followed by 
Nibe B in August 1980. The tests and trials revealed a lot of problems, which caused 
delays for days to several months. The most serious trouble was metal fatigue in the 
steel parts of the rotor blades. 

In contrast to the growing activity in the field of small wind turbines, industry's 
interest in developing large machines was low (Maribo Pedersen 1990: 6). The Social 
Democratic government showed more faith in the export potential of clean energy 
supply technology in general (cf. SEAS 1987: 99), as well as in the technology develop
ments with regard to large-scale wind turbines within the W P P in particular. This was 
proven in December 1981, when - despite the absence of a tradition for public owner
ship of industrial enterprises in Denmark (Himmelstrup et al. 1992: 23) - the Ministry 
of Energy, together with SEAS, established the wind turbine company Danish Wind 
Technology {Dansk Vindteknik A/S, D W T ) . "Out of the research results from the Wind 
Power Program" this company "would develop and market large wind turbines".50 

The Ministry of Energy's drive to promote the commercialization of large-scale wind 
turbines had wider repercussions. First, the authorities asked the utilities to proceed 
with the development of large machines in order to promote industrial innovation. 
Elkraft proposed to build a wind farm on the Masnedo island consisting of five units 
close to the Nibe B machine in size and technology. Logically, DWT was chosen to 
manufacture the 750-kW wind turbines, with rotor blades entirely made of GRP to 
avoid the fatigue problems encountered with the Nibe prototypes. The Jutland power 
company, Elsam, chose to design an upscaled version of the Nibe B machine, the 2-MW 
Tjaereborg wind turbine with a rotor of 60 m in diameter. In contrast with the 
Masnedo project, no manufacturer in Denmark was willing to construct a prototype of 
this size, and, as with the Nibe machines, the Tjaereborg turbine was procured on a 
multi-contract basis. The wind farm and the Tjaereborg turbine were only officially 
inaugurated in January 1987, and June 1988, respectively. 

Secondly, the offensive state intervention, combined with growing industrial activity 
and private development, gave the utilities a fright, and incited DEF to set up an ad-hoc 
committee51 "to examine the judicial conditions surrounding the establishment of 
production wind turbines, and wind turbine parks", (DEF 1983a: 26) The committee 
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concluded that to make wind turbines fit into the existing electricity generation system, 
"Potential wind turbine parks or production wind turbines ought to pay for themselves, 
and ought to be owned and driven by the electric utilities." {ibid.) DEF advocated that 
subsidized private wind energy development was at odds with the principle of lowest 
possible consumer price, and maintained that private development could not easily be 
incorporated in the planning system of the electricity sector, and therefore threatened 
supply security. Moreover, private ownership would make it hard to accommodate 
wind parks and big wind turbines within the running production system, DEF doubted 
whether wind turbine owners would accept the utilities to disconnect their turbines in 
situations where this would be cheaper (e.g., when cheap hydro power from Norway 
and Sweden was available). Finally, DEF estimated that in the event of private owner
ship, "among others, grid amplification and turbine's capacity value [would] be clear 
subjects for almost irresolvable disagreement", {ibid.) 

3.4 H o m e , Sweet H o m e Marke t 

In the meantime, the utilities tolerated the development of small private wind turbines 
'by way of experiment.' In contrast to the anticipated private owners of production wind 
turbines, who were conceived as potential electricity producers, the utilities regarded 
the individual and cooperative owners of small wind turbines as self-suppliers (cf. DEF 
1981a: 15). This perspective had been incorporated in the 1979-rules, which forced 
cooperatives to adjust the turbine production to their joint consumption, and pre
scribed that the owner(s) should live within a distance of three kilometers from the 
turbine. Among other things, DV wanted to get rid of the '3-km rule,' and thought it 
was fair if the utilities would contribute to the connection costs. Consequently, DV 
started to negotiate with the Wind Turbine Group52 within DEF'S Price and Tariff 
Committee to both change and elongate the provisional rules that were set up two years 
before. 

3.4.1 The io84-Agreement 5 3 

The negotiations were tough going. To get an idea of the capacity value of wind 
turbines, DEF insisted on first carrying out measurements on twenty private wind 
turbines across the country (DEF 1982a: 15). DV agreed, in exchange for prolonging the 
1979-rules. Frustrated by more disputable delaying tactics used by the utilities in 1983, 
DV wrote a polemic in the wind power magazine Narturlig Energi, which triggered an 
open conflict between the two organizations (DEF 1983a: 23). This was rapidly settled, 
but the negotiations only gained momentum at the start of 1984, via a bill from the 
Radikale Venstre (DEF 1984a: 17). RV argued that the uncertainty surrounding the 
setting of rules had led to the renunciation of many projects, and proposed to lengthen 
the provisional guidelines with ten years by law. Moreover, the parry suggested that: (a) 
the utilities should pay a part of the connection costs, (b) the 3-km rule should be 
replaced by rhe demand that wind turbines should be sited within the supply area of the 
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electric utility company that serves their owner(s), and (c) there should be no limit to 
the maximum installed capacity.54 

FDV, DEFU and the Test Station at Rise became involved in the negotiations, and 
by May 1984 a 10-year agreement was reached, which came into force in October (see 
DEF 1984b). In its effort to avoid legal intrusion (cf. Hansen 1993: 7), DEF had been 
forced to seriously moderate its demands, and to accept most of the propositions made 
by RV. The electric utilities agreed: (a) to pay 35 percent of the connection costs, under 
the condition that the government would maintain the investment subsidy program, 
(b) and (c) to buy ^//surplus power at a rate of 85 percent of the consumer price from 
cooperative wind turbines, of which all owners live in the area of one and the same 
electricity supply company (cf. DEF 1984b: 2-3). 

j.4.2 The Danish Home Market 

Between 1976 and 1979, about 170 small wind turbines with rotors of 4 to 10 m in 
diameter were erected. Most of them were standalone windroses for heating, which 
were considerably less expensive than the three-bladed grid-connected wind turbines 
(Karnoe 1991: 204). After the introduction of the investment subsidy and the addition 
of provisions for cooperatively owned wind turbines to the settling rules in 1979, the 
latter product type started to dominate the domestic market. In the two years that 
followed some two hundred wind turbines were sold per year. 

At the end of 1981, two terrible November storms swept Denmark and crashed two 
percent of the wind turbines. Whereas wind energy advocates saw the small number of 
accidents as a proof of the technology, the event was grist to the mill of its opponents. 
In particular, the total loss of a Windmatic 55-kW turbine - whose blade debris was 
scattered over the main road from Viborg to Aalborg and kept it blocked for hours -
caused a lot of bad publicity in some conservative newspapers (Van Beek 1981: 19). 
Because of this and stagnated oil prices the Danish home market almost halved at the 
beginning of 1982, and, in March, the wind turbine manufacturers started to think 
about ways to increase their turnover. The Technology Council of the Ministry of 
Industry subsidized FDV to examine the American market. The report was ready in 
August, and, almost the day after, sales representatives from Bonus, Vestas, Windmatic, 
and Nordtank packed their bags and flew to the unknown market.» Exports to Califor
nia took off, with some 40 wind-turbine deliveries before the end of 1982 (Karnoe 1991: 
216). 

Meanwhile, the burden of foreign debt had become so heavy that Anker Jorgensen's 
Social Democratic government resigned and surrendered power, without an election, to 
a new conservative government. On 10 September 1982, Poul Schlüter formed the 
Four-Leaf Clover coalition {Firkbveret) consisting of his own Conservative People's 
Party, and three other parties: Venstre, the Center Democrats, and the Christian 
People's Party. The new Energy Minister, Knud Enggaard (V), announced that the 
government would continue to work with Energy Plan 81, but that price regulation by 
means of taxes would soon be abolished (DEF 1982a: 1-3). A small electricity tax of two 
ore per kilowatt-hour had been introduced in 1977 to control electricity consumption.56 
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In response to the second oil crisis, the Social Democratic government had boosted the 
tax to about 13 0re per kilowatt-hour. The utilities and the conservatives had felt 
aversion to this growth, and argued that the tax had been raised "primarily to cover the 
costs of other governmental expenditures." (DE F 1980a: 2) But although Knud 
Enggaard paid lip service to repealing the electricity tax, he was not able to fulfil his 
promise. Also, under the new political regime that introduced notions like de-
bureaucratization, privatization, modernization and technological renewal (cf. Sidenius 
1989: 72), the tax kept on growing more or less in pace with decreasing world fuel 
prices. This neutralized the effect of fuel prices, and kept electricity prices in Denmark 
constant for consumers during the 1980s. 

Enggaard also hinted that he was planning "to reassess the contribution that renew
able energy sources could make." (DEF 1983a: 5) Concerned by this attitude, the 
Socialist People's Party pointed out to both the Minister of Energy and Industry that 
the export of wind turbines to California had taken off. S F argued that "a stable home 
market is the alpha and omega, and that the savings under reconciliation would lay 
poison under the home market," and asked the Ministers "which initiatives [they were] 
going to take to keep up Denmark's technological lead, and to use the very strong 
export possibilities".57 Not impressed by the modest scale of export, but facing a 'green 
majority' (det grenne flertat) - consisting of SD, SF, RV, and vs, the Ministers made the 
best of a bad job by pretending they were pleased with the new development. They 
assured the Folketing that the subsidy program would be continued in 1983 to maintain 
the size of the home market. This came true, and some 8 MW of wind turbines were 
installed. The export, however, surpassed the expectations of the conservative govern
ment. It was almost three times bigger than domestic turnover. Once again, SF claimed 
that a considerable domestic market would be decisive to maintain and extend the 
export potential. Through its energy-policy spokesman, Ole Kalnxs, the party argued 
that one way to achieve this was by exempting wind turbine owners from taxes on the 
electricity they bought from the public grid during windless periods to the extent of 
their turbine's electricity production.58 The government agreed. 

In the following three years, exports to California boomed, completely outpacing the 
home market. At its peak in 1985, almost 3,500 wind turbines were shipped overseas, 
representing an export value of more than two billion Danish kroner. This huge export 
success made the bourgeois Four-Clover government a new ally of the wind industry 
(Karnoe 1991: 301). Although the industry was under the spell of the California event, the 
sudden jump in the number of turbines sold on the domestic market from 7 MW of 
installed capacity in 1984 to 23 M w in 1985 provided enough to talk about on the political 
level. The 'Danish boom' was caused by the combined effect of the investment subsidy, 
the exemption of wind power from electricity tax (which had the effect of a production 
subsidy), and the 1984-agreement between DV, FDV, and DEF. Under these favorable 
circumstances, wind turbine parks became profitable investment projects for institutions 
or local municipalities. The utilities complained to the Ministry of Energy that the 
projects threatened the planning of the electricity system, DEF pointed out that only 
one-third of the electricity produced by wind turbines was used by the owners them
selves, and claimed that the 1984-agreement was not intended for public or private 
organizations to set up production wind tutbines as investment projects (DEF 1985a: 6) ." 
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The utilities also criticized the fact that most of the wind farms were placed in windy 
areas in northern Jutland, and argued that this concentrated development caused 
financial and technical problems for the local electricity companies. 

3.4.3 The First IOO-MW Agreement60 

The Ministry of Energy finds it advisable that in the future the development of large 
wind turbines and wind turbine parks - without local attachment - will be an inte
grated part of the normal development of the electricity supply system, in order to 
avoid that the development of wind turbines primarily will be determined by individ
ual investment purposes. Ministry of Energy, December 20, 1985 

Without even informing DV and FDV, the utilities secretly started to negotiate with the 
conservative government for a new regulatory compact within the wind energy field 
(Karnoe 1991: 231). On 20 December, 1985, their protests resulted in a new depart
mental order with more restrictive rules for state subsidies for wind energy {ibid. 7). 
The new rules stated that in order to get subsidized private investors should either live 
within a 10-km distance from the turbine,62 or live within the same municipality. The 
capital investment subsidy was also reduced to 15 percent. A further constraint was that 
the expected yearly electricity production should not exceed the owner's prospective 
yearly consumption by more than 35 percent. In return, the Ministry of Energy forced 
Elsam and Elkraft to commit themselves to install 55 M W , and 45 MW of installed wind 
power capacity, respectively, between 1986 and 1990. 

This so-called 100-MW agreement was expected to secure a stable home market with a 
yearly turnover of 20 MW over the next five years. The utilities had noticed that the 
political interest in renewable energy had increased (both within and without the 
governmental coalition), and the IOO-MW agreement was a dash for safety, an attempt 
to keep total control of the planning and production system. Like DEF euphemistically 
expressed it, "to secure an appropriate siting of large wind turbines and wind parks by 
taking into consideration the wind conditions, the electricity grid, and the landscape". 
{ibid) The government became triggered by the fact that in 1985 large investors had 
swallowed most of the investment subsidies. Its motive behind this crucial political 
initiative was to stop the speculative development of wind farms in order to continue 
the promotion of wind turbines with local attachmenthy means of investment subsidies. 
According to Knud Enggaard, "This development [would] take place parallel to the 
development of the utilities of large wind turbines and wind turbine parks." {ibid.) 

3-4-4 The Management of Product Development in Danish Firms 

What we, the Danish manufacturers, must still be able to offer is operational experi
ence and project security. Our projects must produce the energy they are supposed to, 
using tested machines from suppliers who have the wherewithal to stand by their 
promises. Research should be directed towards making machines more reliable and 
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gaining a fuller understanding of the physical phenomena we deal with on a daily 
basis. Henrik Stiesdal (Technical Director Bonus), içço: 28 

At the end of the 1970s, a certificate from the Test Station had become a prerequisite 
for entering the domestic wind turbine market. This had forced manufacturers to 
develop a turbine reliable enough to qualify for the investment subsidy. Type-approval, 
however, rapidly became a normal aspect of a turbine, and economical efficiency 
became more and more the dominant distinguishing competitive item. Since the 
performance figures of almost each single wind turbine in Denmark were published by 
DV in their magazine NaturligEnergi, the potential customer had all the information 
needed to select the cheapest and most reliable turbine. 

The transparency of the market increased competition between different producers, 
which spurred technological progress. It was commonly thought that larger wind 
turbines would be more cost effective. At the time, the technological challenge was to 
upscale the 30-kW wind turbine, equipped with a rotor of 10 m in diameter, to a 55-kW 
one of about 15 m in diameter (Karnoe 1991: 208-209). This specific jump in size was 
dictated by the next standardized generator-capacity that foreign suppliers had avail
able. The dimensioning of the other parts had to be optimized with respect to this 
invariable. From 1980/81 until 1983, manufacturers focused on incrementally improving 
the effectiveness of the 55-kW design. 

In this period more than 600 turbines were sold in Denmark. The four largest firms 
established a combined matket share of 70 percent. The firms mostly operated on a 
regional market. This meant that manufacturers could service their own turbines. 
According to Gipe (1995: 56) this geographical proximity "enabled companies to learn 
quickly from their mistakes and to keep their turbines in operation as physical proof for 
potential buyers that the company's machines were a good investment." The develop
ment was characterized by implementing ad hoc solutions and trial-and-error learning, 
and based on the intuition of the designer as well as rules of thumb (cf. Karnoe 1991: ' 
209). By gradually improving on the solid design and selecting out its weak elements, 
the cost effectiveness of the average installed turbine increased 50 percent {ibid. 215). 

Danes Competing Danes on the American Market 

Hvem konkurrerer dansk vindnwlleindustri med pä det amerikanske marked? Sig selv 
- kort og godt. (Whom did the Danish wind turbine industry compete with on the 
American market? Itself- in short.) Tyge Kjœr, 1988:24 

Danish exports to California began in 1983 with the well-tested 55-kW turbine which 
was upgraded to a 65-kW machine. In the previous two years, California wind farmers 
had become frustrated with the reliability and low power output of the American-made 
wind turbines, and were willing to take a chance on the European-made machines The 
Danish turbines looked most promising, because their salesmen could point to inde
pendent (see above) and relatively impressive performance statistics. To some extent 
Danish manufacturers managed to keep to their promise, and rapidly penetrated the 
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California market. Paul Gipe, who worked at Zond, summarizes this phenomenon by 
simply stating that "The Danish wind turbines worked, and the American turbines did 
not," and adds that the only American turbine that did work, the u sw 56-100, was not 
for sale.63 In 1984, about 1,600 Danish turbines were sold in California. As shown by 
their profit rate, which was twice as much as the average within the Danish industry, 
the wind turbine manufacturers did extremely well out of the early export experience. 4 

Attracted by these figures, several new Danish firms (e.g. Wincon, Danwin, Vindsyssel, 
Dencon, and Windworld) tried to seek their fortune on the lucrative wind turbine 
market. One of the founders of Danwin, Jan Svenson, explains that, with the end of the 
tax credit programs in sight, "we took a final chance to take part in the California 'Gold 
Rush'".65 

As the market share of the Danish firms increased, their market positions changed in 
a very fundamental manner. In the first two years, they had technologically outdis
tanced their American competitors. But after this 'battle' between the 'one-eyed Danes' 
and the 'blind Americans' was won, Danish firms started competing each other on 
equal terms from a technical perspective (cf. Kjîer 1988: 24). What was at stake in the 
technological rat race that followed was the development of larger and more efficient 
turbines. Within this competition, the older firms were rushed by the newcomers, 
whose strategy it was to leapfrog their competitors by combining the best available 
technology to introduce new and larger turbines. The existence of a 'public', simple, 
and solid design, as well as the availability of free advice from the Test Station, enabled 
the new firms to do this.66 

For several reasons wind farm developers wanted larger turbines. Thousands of small 
wind turbines had been erected in the three windy passes (Altamont in the north, 
Tehachapi and San Gorgonio in the south). The large number of machines that would 
be erected in the coming years made good sites a scarce, expensive resource. Installation 
(building roads, foundation, control system), operation (size of the crew) and mainte
nance (number of inspections) costs were more or less independent of turbine size, and 
thus provided larger turbines the benefits of economies of scale.67 Finally, the prospect 
of expiring energy tax credits created a need for more effective wind turbines. 

The huge demand for larger turbines started a fierce competition based on techno
logical competence (Kjser 1988). The innovation process went so fast that several 
turbine types were barely on the market for one year before other producers introduced 
new, bigger, and more effective types. The rapid techno-economic obsolescence of 
wind turbine technology meant that the 'old' turbines could no longer be sold for their 
original price. To fulfil the exponentially increasing demand, manufacturers used the 
most resources for gearing up their production technology, and rapidly shifted from 
batch to series production (Karnoe 1991: 218). The cost reduction within the production 
process, however, was not able to counteract the price reduction due to product 
innovation (Kjaer 1988: 38). 

The paradoxical result was that, by 1985, at the height of the California export boom, 
a quarter of the turnover involved a loss, and seven out of the twelve Danish companies 
had negative trading results {ibid. 20). A year later, the number of turbines shipped 
overseas almost halved. The reduced marketing possibilities in California made compe
tition even more intense and caused profits to decrease. This was strongly aggravated by 
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the falling dollar exchange rate.68 As a result, the portion of transactions in 1986 that 
involved a loss increased to 70 percent and no less than eleven out of the twelve firms 
suffered from negative running costs {ibid.). 

The process of forced upscaling, combined with hasty series production led the 
Danish industry in general to export new, relatively unproven wind turbine designs 
(Madsen 1988). Like in the early industrialization period on the home market, most of 
the manufacturers now experienced problems with gearboxes, generators, oil-cooling, 
and blades. Several factors, however, aggravated these difficulties during this hectic 
export period. First, the slovenly assembly of turbines worsened things (cf. Karn0e 1991: 
220). Second, doing business on the international market removed the advantage of 
'geographical proximity,' which made it harder for the Danes to learn from their 
mistakes. The fact that the California wind farm developers serviced their own turbines 
slowed down the feedback to the Danish designers about the problems their machines 
encountered in the field. Things were even worse because the Danish firms took for 
granted that their machines would perform as well in California as they did in their 
home country. Initially, the Danes somewhat ignored the problems the American 
maintenance mechanics experienced in the field, and said to them, "This turbine has 
been thoroughly tested in Denmark, it should work in your country. It is your fault. 
You guys can't fix anything."69 Because of this posture, the Danes had to learn the hard 
way that the very rough wind and weather regime in California essentially differed from 
the moderate maritime climate back home, and indeed put extra demands on their 
technology. 

The increased number of Danish wind turbine manufacturers, the falling, but still 
huge, and thus attractive demand for larger and more effective turbines, the intense 
techno-economic competition that compelled firms to sell turbines below the produc
tion price, the forced shift to series production, the assumption that wind energy 
technology could be easily transferred to another environment, the disturbance of the 
innovation process that was based on the quick feedback from the service crew to the 
designers, all help to explain why the Danish industry ran into trouble on the u. s. 
market in 1986 and 1987. In combination these factors caused the industry's "inability 
to deliver wind turbines to wind farm developers that generated the profits promised,70 

... [and] to honor service and guarantee agreements when technical problems arose." 
(Stiesdal 1990: 28) 

On the one hand, most companies had neither the managerial competence, nor the 
organizational and technological capability, to maintain the operational experience they 
had built up on the home market during this frantic period of hasty technological 
development and rapid economic growth. On the other hand, most manufacturers were 
small and undercapitalized firms that did not have the wherewithal to stand by their 
promises and offer project security when severe technical problems arose. The list of 
companies that went bankrupt started with Vestas and the blade manufacturer 
Alternegy in 1986, and Nordtank in 1987. The individual bankruptcies had a negative 
self-perpetuating impact on both the image and earnings of the whole industry (Kjaer 
1988: 21). When in 1988, the export to California hit bottom, the companies Wincon, 
Tellus, Windmatic, and Vindsyssel filed for bankruptcy, and many feared the collapse 
of the total industry. The U.S. subsidiary of Micon completed the sad series of liquida-
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tions the year after. According to its management, this decision was made "due to the 
evaporation of the business investment environment," or more bluntly because "there 
was no sales activity" (Davidson 1989b). 

Only a few companies managed to cope with the export boom and its successive 
crash. Bonus stood out as an example of prudent management. This company had been 
careful about stepping up production and expanding, and had secured operational 
experience by gradually introducing its new turbine models (cf. Stiesdal 1990). In 
general, however, Danish companies had not been able to convert their leading techno
logical position into hard cash. No wonder Tyge Kjaer - who was hired by FDV in 1988 
to analyze the strong and weak aspects of the Danish wind turbine industry - described 
the California experience as both 'a heroic technological success,' as well as 'a devastat
ing financial failure.' (Kjasr 1988:16) 

4.6 Back to the Cradle to Restore Exports 

One of the main goals of this Bill is precisely that we here in Denmark will get a set 
of rules for approval of wind turbines, in particular with respect to quality control, 
that respond to rules that apply internationally. Jens Bilgrav-Nielsen (Minister of 
Energy), ip8p 

Despite the gradual reduction of the investment subsidy for private wind turbines, 
which was abolished in August 1989, and the tightening of the consumption and siting 
criteria at the end of 1985, the home market kept growing from about 20 MW of 
installed wind power capacity in 1985, and some 30 MW in 1986, to a peak of almost 60 
MW in 1991 (FDV 1994: 36-38). This slowly growing private market, combined with the 
utilities' pledge to develop 100 MW of wind power, provided a stable turnover for the 
Danish industry to fall back on when exports collapsed after the California 'wind rush.' 
The existence of a basic home market, which was widely supported by the public7' and 
politicians, combined with both the belief that the Danish technological concept was 
solid and would survive in the future, as well as the notion that the wave of bank
ruptcies was part of the 'normal' maturation process of an infant industry within a 
market economy, all helped to maintain the trust of entrepreneurs and financial 
institutions in the profitability of the wind industry. Some firms, like Vestas and 
Nordtank, were reorganized, while other bankrupt firms fused into financially stronger 
wind companies (Karnoe 1991: 232). 

Thus the technological expertise in the field of wind energy was conserved (Madsen 
1991: 83). More important, this continuity enabled the industry to implement the 
managerial lessons it had learned from its export experience. The companies had 
learned to reduce business risks by (1) spreading their marketing efforts over several 
'political' markets, (2) hedging against exchange rate risks to minimize any adverse 
effect on earnings, and (3) ensuring the stable supply of components by having two 
'reliable' sub-suppliers of each type of component. More important, they had encoun
tered the need (4) to take on the development of new turbines in a controlled fashion, 
with all the necessary testing along the way, (5) to certify a uniform turbine quality, and 
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(6) to guarantee project performance and insurance in order to find investors willing to 
finance wind projects. 

The latter three issues were strongly connected. After 1984, the financing of Danish 
wind power projects in California had been based mainly on the concept of shared 
financing, by which shares were sold to Danish institutional investors. The projects 
relied on long-term contracts (is 04 contracts) that secured the purchase of the pro
duced electricity, and were organized in such a way that the Danish shareholders were 
responsible for buying the wind turbines, and for their performance, and service. This 
method of financing received quite a blow from the bad press concerning projects that 
could not live up to their expectations because of technical difficulties. 

In particular, the fiasco with some of the projects financed by the Danish Investment 
Fund {Dansk Investerings Fond, Difko)71 became widely known. Troubles arose after the 
mass closure of nearly 500 Micon turbines in late 1987 because of major blade tip failure 
(Davidson 1988). The manufacturer of the ill-fated blades, the Danish company, 
Alternegy, had already walked away from these problems by quitting the business the 
year before. The insurer of the wind turbines accused their manufacturers of fraudu
lently misrepresenting the turbines, and of poor service, and asked the court to reassess 
its obligations. To avoid long drawn-out court battles, Difko - involved as an insured 
party and as operator of most of the wind farms at issue — agreed on a settlement with 
Zurich Insurance Co., which extracted the insurer from its obligations, and gave the 
financial institution enough money to take care of the repairs. Events like these caused a 
loss of reputation by Danish turbines during the late 1980s, scared off Danish institu
tional investors, and made insurers unwilling to issue policies for wind developments. 

Several attempts were made to revive the reputation of the Danish wind turbine 
industry as a whole. Difko hired Bonus to complete retrofits on its defunct turbines 
(Kjaer 1988: 47). DV lobbied for more structural actions to be taken by the government, 
to restore the trust of the Danish investment community in wind turbine technology. 
This process was speeded up by the appearance of large Japanese companies - like 
Mitsubishi, Sumito, and Yamaha, which were reputed to be reliable manufacturers - on 
the international wind turbine market (Karn0e 1991: 229-230). These financially strong 
multinationals were able to finance the sale of their own turbines, and the Danes feared 
that the Japanese would soon dominate the export market. As a result, the Ministry of 
Energy set up a committee to study possible ways to relieve shared financing by Danish 
investors, which would "secure and forward the technological development of Danish 
wind turbines, and safeguard their competitiveness on the world market."73 It was 
decided to establish a private Wind Turbine Guarantee Company {Vindmollebranches 
Garanti AlS), which was given a state guarantee of 750 million Danish kroner, to enable 
it to warrant - on usual commercial conditions - the long term financing of large 
projects with Danish wind turbines outside Denmark.74 Except for the Progress Party, 
this export promotion measure was broadly supported within the Folketing. Also the 
energy spokesman of the opposition - the social democrat and former Energy Minister 
Poul Nielsen - praised the creativity and good will of the new Minister of Energy Jens 
Bilgrav-Nielsen in acting within "the very important borderland between energy policy 
and industrial policy".75 

One of the conditions that had to be met to qualify for the guarantees was that the 
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turbines would be approved according to a new system. The existing approval system, 
described in a 50-page document, consisted mainly of a design review and an examina
tion of the basis of calculations, DV and the government believed that a new system -
that would set levels for design, manufacturing, transportation, installation, and 
subsequent service of the wind turbines - was needed, since the range of technical 
problems with Danish turbines in California had strongly increased insurance prices. As 
a result of this technological uncertainty, insurance companies started to demand that 
known classification companies should give approval to a project. Firms like 
Germanisher Lloyd, and Det Norske Veritas had therefore entered into the wind 
energy field, and were already offering a comprehensive certification system for wind 
power generators. 

The government established a working group under the Energy Agency to work out 
a new approval system since it was thought that, by increasing the quality level of 
Danish wind turbines to international industrial standards, and by lowering the costs of 
certification, exports would be stimulated.76 After two years of preparation by the 
Energy Agency in cooperation with the Test Station, the manufacturers, and the 
insurance and certification companies, the new approval system, of which the technical 
basis covered more than 300 pages (Dannemand Andersen 1993: 265), was introduced 
in the beginning of 1991. Around this period, the guarantee company was also estab
lished. In the meantime, Danish exports had already increased from their 1988-low of 
20 MW of wind power capacity, to about 90 MW in 1991 (FDV 1994: 38). The United 
States accounted for more than half of the exports, but the most significant develop
ment was on the European market, especially Germany and Spain (Madsen 1991: 84). 

The new European market varied a great deal from the large utility-scale central-
station wind power projects - ranging in size from 40 to 400 turbines - found in 
California. Instead, these so-called 'extended home markets' were characterized by 
dispersed installations of wind turbines and by small wind farms averaging in the tens 
of machines, and thus strongly resembled the market situation in Denmark after the 
100-MW agreement. As part of this political settlement, the utilities had agreed to 
develop wind projects in a way that would "optimize the conditions for a broad 
industrial and technological development in the field of wind energy, among which the 
development of new prototypes." (EM 1988: 5) 

Although the manufacturers were happy about the prospect of a steady utility 
market, they feared that the utilities considered the development with the existing wind 
turbines to be a waste of time, and thought that 'new' designs would be a better utiliza
tion of time (Stiesdal 1990: 27). In this situation, proven turbines would be rejected for 
utility projects, and large numbers of marginally more profitable new designs, which 
had not been fully tested, or even series of prototypes, would be erected instead. The 
technical director of Bonus argued that this so-called ' empty-kilowatts scenario would be 
unfortunate, because it involved the risk of "losing the chance of further consolidating 
that which has proved to be the Danish wind industry's hallmark in the world at large: 
operational experience." (ibid.) The concern that the utilities would rather wait for 
larger turbines to appear on the market than install the current 150 to 250-kW turbines 
grew when two years after the IOO-MW agreement only two utility projects had been 
built. The utilities argued, however, that the "chaotic interplay between central, 
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regional, and local authorities, site owners, and local civilians" caused the delay (DEF 
1988a: n). Spurred on by the utilities, the Physical Planning Agency (under the Minis
try of Environment) tried to persuade the counties to take into account the develop
ment of wind turbines within their regional plans. 

Moreover, the difficulties encountered by the utilities in gaining permission to site 
wind farms on land gave impetus to the idea of siting them offshore. In November 
1987, the Ministry of Energy set up a Committee for Offshore Wind Farms to "ensure 
the best possible start for the first offshore wind power demonstration project". (Jensen, 
Falbe-Hansen, and Mortensen 1990: 51) The committee located a suitable site north of 
Lolland, and, in the summer of 1989, the board of Elkraft expressed its willingness to 
construct the Vindeby offshore wind farm as part of the IOO-MW agreement "in order 
to gain experience in the field of offshore wind turbine installations". (Jespersen 1992: 1) 
It was also decided that the turbine chosen for the world's first offshore wind project 
would be "a commercially available turbine of proven standard", (ibid. 5) The order to 
build a very corrosion-resistant turbine that was specially equipped for easy and cheap 
maintenance work offshore was put out to tender. In June 1990, Bonus' offer to adapt 
its largest available wind turbine (a 450-kW machine with a rotor diameter of 35 m) to 
the tough weather conditions at sea was selected. A year later the 5-MW Vindeby 
offshore wind farm was erected (Jespersen 1991). 

At the time, Elkraft had already embarked upon a new project to design and con
struct a I-M w machine with a rotor diameter of 50 m, to be situated at Aved0re Power 
Station in Hvidovre, near Copenhagen (Grastrup and Nielsen 1990: 29). The project 
was predicted on the discussion concerning whether stall regulation would still be 
sufficient for megawatt-size turbines. This debate had already been an important topic 
since the start of the Danish wind power program for large wind turbines, and had led 
to setting up two turbines with different power control systems (i.e., Nibe A and B). 
But now this engineering question had gained practical relevance for those manufac
turers who were engaged in the utility wind turbine market.77 To address the above 
research question, the turbine at Avedere was equipped with two control systems - one 
based on stall regulation and the other on pitch regulation - to enable a direct compari
son of the two systems. The technological specifications were made by the utilities, 
interested manufacturers were asked to produce the components/8 and, at the end of 
1993, the measuring and test program started. One of the main reasons why Eastern 
Denmark's power companies invested in the technological development of large wind 
turbines was "the increasing problems in finding suitable sites for these installations". 
(Elkraft 1993b: 13) 

According to Elkraft, large wind turbines were the preferred solution both on shore 
because they take up less space, as well as offshore, for inspection and maintenance 
reasons. A technical reason was that the utilities were accustomed to servicing their own 
machinery, including the wind turbine parks they possessed, and wanted to keep up 
with the know-how to maintain this practice. At the same time, these innovative wind 
projects were clear statements about what kind of commercial turbines the utilities 
preferred to buy. This is not to say that the utilities' involvement in the field of wind 
energy was freely chosen. The government had commanded such an effort, and the 
utilities "did it and resented it".79 
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3.5 Ecological Modernizat ion 

Sustainable development, which implies meeting the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs, should 

become a central guiding principle of the United Nations, governments and pri

vate institutions, organizations and enterprises. United Nations' General Assembly, 

December 11, iff87 

In 1987, the United Nat ions ' World Commission on Environment and Development -

headed by Norway's prime-minister Gro Har lem Brundt land - followed in the foot

steps of the Club of Rome by describing the looming global problems within the fields 

of environment and resources. But besides depicting the problems connected to 

growth, the Commission emphasized " the need for a new approach to economic 

growth, as an essential prerequisite for eradication of poverty and for enhancing the 

resource base on which present and future generations depend," and, connected to such 

an approach, the concept of sustainable development. 

In the course of 1988, the 'Brundt land report ' became central to the Danish energy 

debate and it became clear that its recommendat ion to establish a very tight coupling 

between energy and environmental policy would become one of the pillars of Danish 

energy policy in the coming years ( D E F 1988a: 7). T h e most often cited part of the 

report involved the need for low-energy development. According to the Brundt land 

Commission, a criterion for sustainable development was that industrialized countries 

should save energy.80 T h e Commission supported the use of combined heat and power 

product ion, higher energy efficiency, and renewable energy. 

3.5.1 The Green Plan81 

So far Danish energy policy has given good results. What must be done now is to 

ensure that it be reformulated, to let Denmark remain in the lead at a time when all 

industrialized countries are being forced to reduce energy consumption and its impact 

on the environment. We can thus set a good example while at the same time offering 

Danish industry new opportunities to further develop and sell cleaner technologies. 

Jens Bilgrav-Nielsen (Energy Minister) in his foreword to Energy 2000, iffffo 

A classic mistake in energy planning is to assume - often subconsciously - that energy 

consumption is a measure of welfare. This is particularly unfortunate when planning 

for the long term. Energy - excluding food - is of no direct value to human beings. 

Oil, coal, gas, uranium, petrol, electricity, et cetera cannot be consumed directly. They 

are useful only as inputs to technologies, which then provide services as their outputs, 

such as warm meals, convenient transport, comfortable rooms, illumination at the 

desk, and clean clothes. These energy services are what directly contribute to human 

welfare. Jörgen S. Norgârd and Bente L. Christensen, iffffy. 318 
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The Danish government had already moved in such a direction as a result of two 
political compromises in 1986. In reaction to the drastic fall of crude oil prices in 1985, 
the Four-Leaf Clover government - which had just started its second term of office -
and RV, had agreed to raise taxes on energy to keep electricity prices outside the busi
ness sector more or less unchanged. The so-called 'Easter Agreement' (Pâskepakken) had 
increased the electricity tax from 19 to 29.5 ore per kilowatt-hour. Meanwhile, the 
subsidy on renewable energy was disconnected from the electricity tax, and was set on 
20 ore per kilowatt-hour (DEF 1986a: 1). 

Subsequently, the government started to negotiate with the Social Democratic Party 
about the future power supply and intensified actions in energy efficiency. In June, an 
agreement was reached that stipulated that the future development of the electricity 
production system should comprise both decentralized cogeneration plants, as well as 
new, large fossil-fueled thermal power stations. The new liberal Energy Minister, Svend 
Erik Hovmand (V), stated that the plan would secure "a broad political consensus 
concerning the development of the electricity system throughout the 1990s." He added 
"Only with an adequate and well-functioning power supply system will we be able to 
assure the successful occupational, commercial, and economic development in our 
country." {ibid. 2) According to corporative practice, the utilities had participated in 
the negotiations, and had welcomed both these words as well as the compromise. The 
Socialist People's Party, the Radikale, plus a faction within the Social Democratic party, 
however, had criticized the June agreement for environmental reasons, because they 
feared that it would serve as a permit for building large coal-fired units. 

The publishing of the Brundtland report at the end of 1987 destroyed the political 
stability as assumed by Hovmand, and rekindled discussion on how to merge econom
ics and environment into energy policy. This political effort got a strong impulse when 
the Four-Leaf Clover coalition crumbled in the middle of 1988 and the Radikale Venstre 
joined the Conservatives and Venstre in a new three-party governing coalition. Within 
the KVR-government - which only remained in power until the election of December 
1990 - the Radikale managed to capture the ministerial posts of both environment and 
energy. Lone Dybkjasr became Minister of Environmental Affairs, and Jens Bilgrav-
Nielsen became the new Minister of Energy. These two politicians had long-standing 
experience in the field of energy, and were convinced of the need to take up the chal
lenge formulated by the World Commission on Environment and Development, and 
"to effect changes in the Danish energy policy positively along more environmentally 
acceptable lines, yet not at the expense of continued economic growth."82 

During the 1970s, local sulfur pollution from coal and oil-fired power plants had 
been the central environmental issue within the electricity sector. When the KVR-
govemment took office, the former fly-ash problem was solved, since it had become 
possible to filter almost all the fly-ash, and use it as a raw material for building roads. In 
the early 1980s, the electricity sector was confronted with the acid-rain controversy. The 
regional acidification problem was due primarily to sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrogen 
oxide (NOx ) emissions. The government had reacted by introducing a law on S 0 2 

emissions in 1984. Complaints from DEF about the fact that the law was too drastic and 
Denmark was taking a leading role had kept the Four-Leaf Clover government from 
taking further steps. 
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Dissatisfied with the environmental content of the June 1986 agreement, the 

Radikale Venstre had proposed a combined NO x and S 0 2 law. The 'sNOX-law' had 

aimed to reduce S 0 2 and NO x emissions by 2005, 60 and 50 percent, respectively, 

relative to their 1985 levels. At the time, the bill had not received sufficient political 

support, but it soon revived after RV had joined the KVR-government. The sNox-law 

was finally adopted in March 1989, and signaled the end of a political process in which 

the acid-rain controversy had been translated into clear emission quotas, which could 

be reached by optimizing existing burner technologies and adding end-of-pipe technol

ogies. The utilities complained about the costs of these environmental technologies 

(which required about 25 percent of their total investment costs). But the utilities also 

realized that the negotiated demands resulting from the acid-rain debate did not require 

a fundamental change of the electricity system, and would keep their concept of large 

central coal-fired power plants intact. 

Meanwhile, global consequences of human behavior - mainly the depletion of the 

ozone layer, and global warming - had become the focal point of international environ

mental concern. The contribution of the energy sector to these global environmental 

problems is linked especially to emission of carbon dioxide (C0 2 ) from the combus

tion of fossil fuels. The pollution from C 0 2 required more radical changes in the energy 

system.83 

As one of the many follow-ups to the Brundtland report, the 1988 U . N . conference 

on 'The Changing Atmosphere' had been of specific importance. It recommended the 

stabilization of global C 0 2 emissions by the year 2000 at the latest, and a 20 percent 

reduction by 2005 as the international target. The Danish government took up this goal 

and it became the overall objective of the new energy action plan, Energy 2000, that was 

published in April 1990. The main political initiator behind Energy 2000, popularly 

known as The Green Plan, was Jens Bilgrav-Nielsen. Worried about threatening 

climatic problems he decided to spend his holidays on the topic. The Minister asked 

Jörgen Stig N0rgard and Niels I. Meyer, from the Energy Group of the Physics depart

ment at the Technical University of Denmark at Lyngby, to provide him with books 

and materials on efficient and sustainable energy futures.84 

During his summer retreat, the social-liberal Energy Minister concluded that global 

environmental problems could only be solved through cooperative global action. He 

argued that, in order to get this international process going, industrialized countries 

first had to show both the will and the ability to organize their own energy systems in a 

manner that would be consistent with sustainable development. He found that Den

mark, being one of the nations that emitted the greatest quantities of CO, per capita, 

should take the lead, and commanded his administrators to make 'a plan of action for 

sustainable development' (cf. EM 1990: 7). 

As usual, the preparatory work in the form of exchanging ideas and working out 

technical reports was done in open cooperation with the utilities. "But when it came to 

an assessment and conclusions needed to be drawn the authorities totally stopped the 

openness." (DEF 1989a: 4) Instead, Bilgrav-Nielsen gave Jörgen Norgârd a free hand in 

establishing an energy plan that would focus on the demand side.85 Norgârd had been 

one of the scientists behind Alternative Energy Plan 1983 (AE-plan 83), which repre

sented an elaborate and more radical sequel to AE-plan 1976. AE-plan 83 depicted a 
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sustainable energy system in Denmark after the year 2030 consisting of thousands of 
small renewable energy plants (Hvelplund et al. 1983). 

At the time, the plan had been denounced, both by the then liberal Energy Minister, 
Knud Enggaard, as well as by the utilities, as 'unrealistic.' (DEF 1983a: 8) Severely 
worried about Norgard's involvement, and their own exclusion, the utilities felt like 
cornered rats. They stated that the Minister of Energy was about to weaken the electric
ity sector and harm the whole Danish society "in favor of some short-sighted consider
ations concerning other energy suppliers or to obtain an immediate political gain by 
acting as an environmental advocate." (DEF 1989a: 4) Their cry of despair, however, 
was a voice in the wilderness, since a broad political consensus existed within the 
Folketing about the new 'green' proposals. 

This became apparent when, just before the publication of the energy plan, an 
agreement between the government and the SD on the future power supply system 
became public.86 The agreement of 20th March, 1990 put a "bomb under the develop
ment of large coal-fired plants in the first half of the 1990s," (DEF 1989a: 4) and made 
clear that decentralized cogeneration plants would be the essential element in the 
development of the electricity system.87 The plan stressed energy conservation increased 
energy efficiency in the production sector, and the enhanced utilization of cleaner 
energy sources such as natural gas, biomass, wind energy and other renewables (EM 
1990: 13-14). With respect to the latter, it was decided that the power companies' 
participation in the development of wind energy needed to be continued, "both with 
respect to further technological development and with the aim of establishing a further 
100 MW of wind turbines before 1 January 1994". (ibid. 98) This proved that the first 
ioo-MW agreement had not been a flash in the pan, and finally made the utilities realize 
that Danish politicians demanded a lasting effort in the field of wind energy technol
ogy-

In short, Energy 2000 was a rigorous attempt to add the goal of sustainability to the 
two traditional overall objectives within the field of energy policy: ensuring energy at 
the lowest possible cost and security of supply. Although by this venture, the broad 
support for the plan from the Danish parliament forced the utilities to surrender. And 
while they made no secret of their skepticism for the DSM planning method and the 
loosely described action programs, they notified the Folketing ana the Minister by letter 
that, "The utilities [were] prepared to go into a constructive operation with the Minis
try of Energy and the Energy Agency to work out an improved basis for making 
decisions". To show their good will they agreed to build another 100 MW of wind 
power before the end of 1993 (DEF 1990a: 10).88 

The new agreement gave comfort to the wind turbine manufacturers, who had, in 
the past few years, invested a lot of money, expertise, and time, to broaden their strategy 
and product range towards utility-grade wind turbines. Both the permanency of their 
involvement in wind energy, as well as the fact that the biggest commercial turbines 
available had reached the already 'respectable' 500-kW size, lessened the utilities' 
appetite for buying large, new designs to fulfil their obligation as fast and easily as 
possible. Accordingly, they changed their strategy to purchasing the cheapest 'large' 
proven commercial wind turbine available on the market.89 Moreover, the second '100-
MW' agreement stressed that an important part of the electric utilities' role with regard 
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to wind power would be "to contribute to the development of the technology and raise 
quality levels in general." Bilgrav-Nielsen therefore preferred to talk about a 'develop
ment agreement' instead of a MW agreement.90 

To some extent, the 1 MW turbine at Avedore Holme represented this change of 
policy. The utilities set down the technical requirements, and the manufacturers 
checked whether the project fitted their own development strategy, and then decided 
whether or not to join in. Bonus, for example, seized the opportunity to test several 
special novelties on the utility-prototype before implementing them in their own 
products, and Vestas upscaled some of the components the company expected to use 
for the megawatt-sized wind turbine it was planning to develop (0stergaard 1993:14). 
Although the manufacturers were relatively pleased with this situation, they neverthe
less aspired to an even more ideal position, in which their own new designs would be 
"developed and tested as appendices to major wind farms." (Stiesdal 1990: 27) 

3.5.2 Technological Progress and Organizational Lag 

Despite the new IOO-MW agreement, the installation of utility-owned wind turbines 
severely slackened. In 1992, some mere 14 MW was installed, and in 1993 only 5 MW was 
installed, which brought the accumulated installed utility-owned wind power generat
ing capacity at the end of the year to about no M W , instead of the agreed 200 MW (FDV 
l994- 37)- According to Bilgrav-Nielsen this was "largely because of opposition from the 
Danish public which, while supporting wind power development by private groups of 
individuals, does not welcome the idea of sizeable utility projects being forced upon 
it."91 The utilities did not feel responsible for this situation, since they had entered the 
1990-agreement under the condition that the government would ensure sites (MM 1991: 
50-51). Consequently, the Ministry of Environmental Affairs (Mifaministeriet, MM) had 
set down the Wind Turbine Siting Committee.92 In its first report, the Committee 
described two ways in which the state could interfere in the planning process. Issuing a 
national planning directive was the most far-reaching central steering instrument. 
Instructing counties to integrate the development of wind power plants within regional 
planning was a less radical second option (MM 1991:12-13). A second report introduced 
a third option, and recommended that the MM should ask the municipalities to become 
involved in making plans for wind turbine development (MM 1992: 61-63). S D argued 
that the utilities were not to blame, and proposed a Bill at the end of 1992 to work out a 
national planning directive to secure the development of wind turbines. A clear major
ity within the Folketing, however, opposed this centralist planning vision, and held that 
the construction of wind turbines should remain a local event. 

The government adopted the recommendations of the Siting Committee, and took 
into account the majority view within the Parliament, and in September 1993 send out 
a circular which demanded the municipalities to indicate sites where wind turbines 
could be placed. The clause that such action was not required when no space could be 
found to put up wind turbines severely weakened this policy statement, and led policy 
scientist J0rgen Grannegaard Christensen to conclude that the circular was a classic 
example of'symbolic action.' (Vestergaard 1993) However, the good reputation held by 
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the young Energy Minister Jann Sjursen (KrF) among renewable energy proponents, 
the ambitious way he advocated the agenda set by Energy 2000 (which the former 
conservative Minister Anne Birgitte Lundholt (KF) had tried to hush up),93 the corre
spondence between this weak policy instrument and the notion of local self-governance 
which was highly praised within the Folketing, and the parallel strong decrease in the 
number of installed private turbines ('despite' the new Wind Turbine Law), were all 
signs that the situation was somewhat more complex. 

The Wind Turbine Law had been put forward at the end of 1992, after the utilities 
and the windmill organizations had informed Lundholt that it had been impossible to 
settle the succession of the 1984-agreement themselves. The negotiations had started in 
1989, after Bilgrav-Nielsen had axed the installation subsidies for wind turbines. The 
utilities had argued that the existence of a state investment subsidy program had been a 
precondition for them to contribute to the connection costs (see above), and had 
needled DV and FDV by stating that they wanted to stop this activity. In July 1991 it had 
evolved into a preliminary minor agreement, in which the utilities had promised to 
extend their contribution to the investment costs until a final agreement was reached, 
and to continue the negotiations in 1992 (DEF 1991a: 13). 

Similar to ten years before, the utilities had wanted to talk about the possibility of 
disconnecting private wind turbines. Moreover, to decrease grid-connection costs, they 
had proposed to put down private wind turbines in groups {klynger) or parks. The 
windmill organizations had again put the extension of the siting criteria on the agenda, 
and had advocated standardizing costs of grid strengthening. Negotiations had restarted 
on the ist of February 1992 and, two days later, the parties had concluded their posi
tions were so far apart that an agreement could not be reached (DEF 1992a: 15). The 
parties had agreed on the principle of a common pool system {solidariskpuljeordning) 

which would distribute the costs for the required grid strengthening equally among all 
wind turbine owners, but had not been able to settle its financial side. 

This deadlock was broken by a political agreement in March between the conserva
tive KVR-government and the Social Democratic Party, which said that, with respect to 
wind turbines and decentralized cogeneration plants, the utilities had to pay for the 
amplification costs. The fundamental argument behind this had been that the electric
ity grid should no longer be conceived solely as a distribution grid, but also as an 
effective collection grid (DEF 1992a: 12). This had paved the way for the new Wind 
Turbine Law that came into force in November 1992. Within the law, the basic 
assumptions for allowing private wind turbines to connect to the grid were preserved. 
The principle of local attachment was slightly altered in such a way that owners were 
required to set up their wind turbine within the community they lived in or within a 
neighboring community. They were also allowed to own a share corresponding to 150 
percent of their own yearly electricity consumption, and the capacity limit of 150 kW 
was abolished.94 Unfortunately, these small concessions turned out insufficient to get 
the development of private wind turbines back on track. 


